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In the market for network services, two factors separate winning service providers from 
the also-rans: speed and continuous innovation. To achieve them, network operators 
know they need to automate their networks. They’re looking to Network Equipment 
Providers (NEPs) and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) to help them do it. However, 
classical orchestration is fraught with complexity and high operating costs. The biggest 
challenge: integrating all of the different physical and virtual multivendor devices into 
existing OSS environments is extremely painful and expensive. 

In the industry, it’s known as the “adapter tax,” because it’s an unavoidable cost of adding 
new devices to existing management systems. Representing all the gory details of each 
configuration and action for each network element is a big, expensive development 
project. As much as half the code in operator service applications is devoted just to 
handling errors. And that code has to be updated continually for each new version of 
each device in the network. All of those costs add up to as much as 25 percent of the 
total cost of ownership (TCO) of the network—more than a typical operator’s entire capital 
investment for hardware.

What operators need is a universal way to manage all of their physical and virtual devices, 
for all vendors in their environment. Now, with the help of NEPs and ISVs, they have one 
with the NETCONF protocol.  
 
The NETCONF Advantage  
NETCONF provides an ideal platform for enabling universal element management in 
hybrid multivendor operator networks. NETCONF-enabled devices can receive high-
level commands from service provider applications and automatically handle all the 
granular details of implementing the configuration or change on that device—without the 
service application having to specify every detail and error case. This makes network 
management and automation much simpler and less expensive for operators.  

NETCONF provides:

• Network-wide transactions to simplify service provisioning and changes: With 
NETCONF, either an entire change set goes through or nothing does. 

• Evolvability and reusability: NETCONF supports SDN architecture to integrate 
with the OSS stack. Operators can evolve their networks and services more easily, 
without having to constantly rewrite code.

• Data model-driven configuration: All devices configurations are modeled in the 
same common YANG modeling language. OSS stacks can communicate with devices 
directly, without operators having to implement and constantly update adapters.

• Strong security: All protocol communications run over SSH.

INTRODUCTION
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• Extensibility: The YANG data models used by NETCONF are designed to be 
extensible. NEPs can easily add new standard and custom operations and continually 
evolve network devices. 

 
Operators using NETCONF, YANG, and SDN are seeing much faster time-to-market for 
new services and substantially lower operating costs. For these reasons, NETCONF 
is rapidly being adopted in the industry. In some application domains, according to 
Infonetics Research, more than 90 percent of new devices are already NETCONF-
enabled. For NEPs and ISVs, the implications are clear: for new and existing products to 
be viable in operator environments, they need to be NETCONF-enabled.  
 
ConfD for Implementing NETCONF  
Tail-f’s ConfD provides a comprehensive, data-model-driven framework for NEPs and 
ISVs implementing NETCONF in their network elements. It provides the flexibility to bring 
NETCONF capabilities to both new and existing products. Additionally, ConfD makes 
it easy for NEPs to deliver solutions that are simple to manage and automate in hybrid 
multivendor service provider networks. 

This whitepaper describes the processes involved in NETCONF-enabling network 
equipment. It details the capabilities that ConfD provides and the integration code that 
NEPs have to implement in order to take advantage of NETCONF in their products. 
 
 
 
Enabling NETCONF 

NETCONF is defined by two standards issued by the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF): Version 1.0 is defined in RFC4741, and Version 1.1 is defined in RFC6241. It is 
important to understand the terms defined in these standards, including: 

• NETCONF server: This is the agent that resides inside the network element and 
accepts incoming requests from NETCONF clients, acts upon those requests, and 
provides a reply

• NETCONF client: These are the management stations or the client applications/
interfaces used to access and manage the NETCONF capabilities of the device 

• NETCONF Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs): These are NETCONF requests or 
operations—the messages passed back and forth between NETCONF clients and 
servers. The reply to a request is referred to as an “RPC reply.” 

 
Whether enabling NETCONF in physical or virtualized network elements, the process 
involves integrating three primary components: the NETCONF server, the YANG data 
models, and writing the backend instrumentation code. 
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NETCONF Server 
The NETCONF server enables the device to accept requests from and communicate with 
NETCONF clients via RPCs. When a NETCONF client first connects to a NETCONF server, 
they exchange “hello” messages in which the NETCONF-enabled device advertises its 
available capabilities.  

RFC6241 defines the core RPCs of the NETCONF 1.1 protocol. Technically, a network 
equipment or software vendor can implement the core required components of just this 
RFC to claim NETCONF compliance. However, the goal of NETCONF-enabling a network 
element is not to simply claim compliance on a marketing checklist. The goal is to make it 
easy for operators to manage the network element and integrate it into the management 
operations of their multivendor networks. That means adding additional optional 
capabilities which will be needed in real-world environments. 

NETCONF was designed to be extensible so that NEPs can continually add new 
operations to their NETCONF-enabled devices. In the terminology of the NETCONF 
standards, defining an extension operation is known as adding a new capability. Various 
RFCs and Drafts published by the IETF define additional NETCONF capabilities. One 
of the primary extensions is “Notifications.” This capability allows a network element to 
generate and send a notification to a management station about some event that has 
happened in the network element.

YANG Data Models 
The second component needed to NETCONF-enable a network element is a set of YANG 
data models. Defined by the IETF in RFC6020, YANG data models describe the schema 
of the data carried within the NETCONF RPCs (protocol messages). YANG provides the 
ability to define the syntax and the semantics of the configuration data, operational state 
data, and administrative actions available to manage the network element. A network 
element’s YANG models may either be standard models defined by the IETF or other 
standards bodies or they may be device-specific models. Usually, a network element 
provides a mix of both.

One major advantage of YANG is that it provides a universal declarative modeling 
language that can be used for device interfaces. YANG data models can encompass 
every aspect of a device: configurations, status information, notifications, and actions. 
By modeling everything in a single common language, it greatly simplifies integration for 
both NEPs and operators managing hybrid multivendor networks.

While YANG was designed for NETCONF, it works just as well for conventional 
northbound interfaces (for example, CLI, REST, etc.), making it easier for NEPs to support 
diverse operator environments. Additionally, YANG is highly extensible, so NEPs can add 
end-user documentation, device communication details, and more into the same data 
models.  
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Implementing NETCONF with ConfD

Tail-f’s ConfD provides a complete, YANG data model-driven management plane 
framework for implementing NETCONF in network equipment and software. It provides 
a full-featured implementation of a NETCONF server, including support for all of the 
mandatory and optional capabilities of NETCONF 1.0 and NETCONF 1.1, plus a wide 
variety of extension capabilities which have been defined by the IETF, including 
Notifications. Designed to integrate into real-world hybrid multivendor operator networks, 
it also includes a full set of industry-standard northbound management interfaces, 
including CLI, RESTCONF, SNMP, and JSON-RPC (web). 

With ConfD, network device configurations are:

• Transactional: All processing through ConfD happens as a transaction, which 
means that whenever an operator makes a configuration change, the entire change 
set either succeeds or fails. Transaction support is a huge demand from network 
operators, who may be spending as much as half of their operating expenditures 
handling errors. Traditionally, when making a configuration change, the device 
could accept several change commands before discovering a missing variable or 
a command given out of sequence. The result was a half-configured device that 
wouldn’t activate—disrupting services—and a problem that could take hours to 
diagnose and fix. The Core Engine at the heart of ConfD controls all transactions in 
the system for that device and ensures that changes either fully succeed or are not 
implemented at all.  

• Data model-driven: On startup, ConfD loads the network element’s YANG data 
model set. The ConfD Core Engine, Database (called CDB), and northbound Interface 
agents all use this data model information to drive processing during runtime. One 
major advantage of this data-model driven approach is auto-rendering of northbound 
interfaces. Using the YANG data models, the network element automatically renders 
a northbound interface, which can then be customized as needed by using extension 
YANG statements or by writing XML descriptors and/or code handlers. Operators 
can start up ConfD with a set of YANG data models, interact with the northbound 
interfaces, and change configuration data stored in ConfD’s internal database—
without writing any instrumentation code.

• Validated automatically: Another major advantage of ConfD’s transactional, 
data model-driven approach is that a significant portion of validation is handled 
automatically by the Core Engine, based on the syntactic and semantic constraints 
described in the YANG data model. A syntactic constraint could be, for example, 
an item in the data model which has been declared to be an integer that can take 
any value between 1 and 10. A semantic constraint could be, for example, that the 
sum of a metric field across all rows of an interface table cannot exceed 100. ConfD 
automatically enforces syntactic constraints at data entry time and automatically 
enforces semantic constraints during the Validation state of transaction processing. If 
ConfD detects a syntactic or semantic error, it notifies the operator of exactly what’s 
needed for the transaction to process successfully. If additional validation processing 
is needed, code can be added to the system that ConfD will call as needed as a part 
of validation processing.
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By operating solely based on YANG data models, ConfD greatly simplifies the integration 
of a network element into hybrid multivendor operator networks. It makes no difference 
to the Core Engine whether a configuration change request originates from the 
NETCONF northbound interface or the CLI northbound interface. The ConfD northbound 
interface agents translate from the world of the northbound interface’s specific protocol 
to the pure YANG model world of the Core Engine. The Core Engine then interacts with 
the backend instrumentation code, which is integrated via the ConfD APIs, only in terms 
of the data model. The result is a common backend that can serve a wide range of 
northbound interfaces. More succinctly: model once, instrument once, use many. 
 
ConfD APIs 
ConfD runs inside the network element as a server daemon process. Other applications 
inside the system that need to use ConfD’s services are client processes. The client 
processes are linked, either statically or dynamically, to a library that provides the ConfD 
APIs, which the client applications call. The library converts the API calls to Inter-Process 
Communication (IPC) messages, which it sends to the ConfD server daemon process 
over a TCP socket. After completing the request, the ConfD server daemon process 
sends an IPC message back to the library, which converts it to the appropriate API return 
value.  

Since this IPC exchange occurs over a TCP socket, the architecture of ConfD can easily 
be used in a system with multiple CPUs (for example, a chassis with management cards 
and line cards) or across multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) or VNFs in a NFV environment. 
ConfD also provides a variety of API language bindings (C, Java, Python, Erlang, 
JavaScript, shell scripts), making mixed-language application development simple. 
 
Instrumentation 
Integrating ConfD into a network element consists of writing the YANG data models and 
the backend instrumentation code for the applications that will need to communicate with 
ConfD within the system. Various types of instrumentation code can be written. Some 
examples are:  

• Reading initial configuration data at system startup

• “Subscription handlers” to react to configuration data changes 

• “Data Provider Callpoint handlers” to supply operational data values on demand

• “Validation handlers” to provide additional validation processing during transaction 
handling

 
The APIs that the backend instrumentation call work in terms of the YANG data models. 
ConfD uses a “keypath,” a simplified XPath, to identify items from the data model when 
interacting with the instrumentation code.
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Integrating ConfD

There are several possible approaches to integrating ConfD into a network element in 
order to NETCONF-enable it. The most important factor in determining which one to use 
is the stage of that network element in its product life: “green field”, next-generation, or 
legacy. 

The green field stage is the simplest stage to integrate ConfD. At this stage, a new 
product is being designed and implemented from the ground up and ConfD is used as 
the framework for the entire management plane and all northbound interfaces. The YANG 
data models are written and the applications designed from the ground up to interact 
with the ConfD server daemon. In this sense, integrating ConfD in green field products 
is fairly straightforward. For next-generation and legacy products, however, there are 
several other considerations and some design decisions must be made.

In a next-generation network element, a new product is being created on the base of 
an existing product. Code re-use and northbound interface compatibility (for example, 
CLI syntax preservation with older-generation products) become important factors in 
design decisions. For legacy network elements, the NEP has decided to add NETCONF 
support to the existing device, but the product is not being significantly reworked 
into a next-generation product.  In this case, there are far more design constraints for 
preserving existing code and northbound interfaces. In many ways, the considerations for 
NETCONF-enabling a next-generation or legacy product are similar. The difference is that 
the constraints on what can change in a legacy system are much tighter. 
 
Replacing the Management Plane 
One of the first decisions when integrating ConfD into a next-generation or legacy 
network element is whether to replace or preserve the existing management plane. 
Replacing the management plane means that the device’s existing northbound 
interfaces, configuration database, validation code, backend instrumentation, and other 
elements will be removed and replaced by ConfD. Preserving the existing management 
plane means that ConfD will be used to add NETCONF to the existing set of northbound 
interfaces and the existing management plane code will remain in place.  

Replacing the management plane requires more engineering investment and code 
disruption in the short term. However, this effort will result in long-term benefits such 
as making it easier to add new management features in the future. This is an important 
consideration for a next-generation product that will continue to evolve from release to 
release. For a legacy product, however, where future evolution may be very limited, it 
may make more sense to NETCONF-enable the product with its existing management 
plane. 

If a NEP does decide to replace a device’s existing management plane and northbound 
interfaces with ConfD, they must then decide how to do it relative to the product release 
cycle. Is it best to replace the management plane all at once or should it be staged across 
multiple releases? If the latter, the vendor can use the following release cycle:  
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• Release 1/Initial Release: ConfD provides a NETCONF northbound interface, while 
the product continues to use its existing northbound interfaces. 

• Release 2: Some existing northbound interfaces are migrated to use ConfD instead 
of the legacy implementation. 

• Release 3: All northbound interfaces are migrated to ConfD.

 
For example, consider a product that currently provides CLI and SNMP northbound 
interfaces. In release 1, ConfD is added to provide NETCONF, while the existing CLI 
and SNMP northbound interfaces continue to be used. In release 2, ConfD provides 
NETCONF and CLI interfaces, while the product continues to use legacy SNMP. Finally, 
in release 3, NETCONF, CLI, and SNMP northbound interfaces are all provided by ConfD, 
and the legacy management plane implementation is removed from the product. 
 
Preserving the Management Plane 
If a NEP chooses to preserve the existing management plane and northbound interfaces, 
and use ConfD only to provide a NETCONF northbound interface, there are three 
possible approaches: 
 

• Stove Pipe 1: In this approach, the NEP implements ConfD to provide the NETCONF 
northbound interface while ignoring the existing management plane. The term 
“stove pipe” describes the situation where the management channels and their 
instrumentation are individually implemented and isolated from each other. In this 
scenario, the NEP modifies the applications to integrate to the ConfD APIs. This is in 
addition to the current instrumentation for the existing management plane. ConfD 
then receives NETCONF requests, updates configurations in its internal database 
(CDB), and executes backend instrumentation code in the applications. (This scenario 
introduces database mirroring issues, described below.) 

• Stove Pipe 2: In this approach, ConfD also provides the NETCONF northbound 
interface, but instead of being instrumented directly to applications inside the device, 
it is integrated into the configuration database in the existing management plane. 
This can happen in one of two ways: either the data passes through and is stored 
in ConfD’s internal database, or it goes directly to the existing management plane’s 
database. In ConfD terminology, this is known as using an external database. If CDB 
is used, the integration work can be simpler, as the high-level CDB API is used to 
notify the integration code to update the existing management plane’s database. 
(This scenario also introduces database mirroring issues, described below.) If CDB 
is not used, then ConfD’s low-level Data Provider API (DPAPI) is used to integrate 
directly to the existing management plane’s database.
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• Proxy: In this approach, ConfD is used as a proxy in front of an existing northbound 
interface to translate between NETCONF and the existing interface. ConfD provides 
the API call (cdb_get_modifications_cli()), which can be used by subscribers to 
ConfD’s internal database to retrieve a set of configuration changes in a buffer that 
contains Cisco-style CLI commands. These commands can then be injected into 
an existing Cisco-style CLI on the device. This API call is driven by a YANG data 
model that describes the existing Cisco-style CLI. Alternatively, the NEP can write 
code to take changes and requests from ConfD and translate them into some other 
northbound interface protocol for injecting into an existing northbound interface on 
the device. When used as a proxy, ConfD’s internal database is typically enabled, 
and database mirroring can be an issue. If only ConfD’s northbound management 
interfaces are exposed to the user and not the legacy interfaces, then database 
mirroring should not be an issue as long as no other applications write directly to the 
legacy configuration database.

 
Database mirroring issues can arise when a system is using both ConfD’s internal 
database and an existing management plane’s database. If the existing management 
plane’s database can be written to from a source other than ConfD, such as a legacy 
CLI, then care must be taken to mirror these changes into CDB in order to keep the two 
databases in sync. Writing data into CDB does not have to be done through a northbound 
management interface. ConfD API calls exist for code to do this. However, the CDB 
subscriber that takes CDB data changes must be written in such a way as to recognize 
that a change has come from a mirroring write from the existing management plane, and 
should not be written back to the existing management plane.

Implementing YANG Data Models

In addition to deciding how to architect ConfD into a network element, the NEP must also 
implement the YANG data models to present via the NETCONF northbound interface. 
This entails additional design decisions.

Should all of a device’s existing configuration data and operational state data be 
presented via NETCONF or just a subset? Also, should this data be presented based on 
the current organization (schema) of data in the existing management plane or is there 
a different, better schema that could be used? If the NEP chooses to use a different 
schema, ConfD can use two different sets of YANG models, one for each schema. 
Transformation code can be written that ConfD will call when it needs to map between 
the two different sets of YANG data models. 
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Conclusion

In the past, it may have been tempting for NEPs and ISVs to focus most of their attention 
on innovative new product features with management as an afterthought. That will no 
longer suffice in today’s network services marketplace where operators value speed 
and agility above all else. No matter how compelling a new feature may be, if it can’t be 
integrated into the operator’s universal management environment, it won’t be used.  

Fortunately, NEPs don’t have to choose between innovation and manageability. With 
YANG data model-driven NETCONF and ConfD, NEPs can provide versatile, evolvable 
network equipment that can be fully automated through standards-based orchestration 
systems. They can give operators the agility and simplicity they demand and continue to 
play an important role in their hybrid multivendor environments.  
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